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Summary. The model of periodic autoregression is generalized to the multivariate case. The 
autoregressive matrices are periodic functions of time. The mean value of the process can be 
a non-vanishing periodic sequence of vectors. Estimators of parameters and tests of statistical 
hypotheses are based on the Bayes approach. Two main versions of the model are investigated, 
one with constant variance matrices and the other with periodic variance matrices of the innova-
tion process. 
Keywords: Bayes approach, estimating autoregressive matrices, matrixvariate t-distribution, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let {Yt} be an r-dimensional white noise, i.e. a series of independent random 
vectors with EYt = 0, Var Yt = G
1 , where G is a positive definite matrix. If Bu ... 
..., Bn are r x r matrices such that 
Det (znI - zn~1Bl - . . . - z°Bn) + 0 for |Z| ^ 1 , 
then the relation 
Xt = B1Xt_1 + . . . + BnXt„n + Yt 
determines the classical r-dimensional stationary autoregressive process {Xt} with 
vanishing mean. If we assume that EXt = tj, then the autoregressive model can be 
written in the form 
X, - n = _?,(*._, - , ) + . . . + B„(Xt.n -ti) + Yt, 
or equivalently 
(1-1) X, = { + _.Jf._. + . . . + BnXt^„ + Yt, 
where £ = (/ - _?, - . . . - B„) i\ . 
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In many cases it is known that a real time series {Xt} has a seasonal behaviour with 
a period p. This bears in mind to modify the model (1.1) in such a way that its par-
ameters would be also periodic functions with the period p. It leads to the assumption 
n 
(1.2) Xn + ( j_ 1 ) p + fe = Hk + 2_ UfciX/. + (j-l)Jp + &-i + ^n + (j-l)p + k •> 
1=1 
k = 1, ..., p, where /ife are r-dimensional vectors and Uki are r x r matrices. Usually, 
it is assumed that the variables Xl9 ..., Xn are given and (1.2) is used for the construc-
tion of Xt for t > n. In this case we assume further that the sets (X1. . . . , Xn) and 
(F n + 1 , F n + 2 , . . . ) of random variables are independent. 
There are two main versions of the model (1.2). In the first one it is assumed that 
Var Fn + ( i_1)p+fe = G'
1 do not depend on k (the model with equal variance matrices), 
whereas the second one allows a periodic change also here and the assumption 
reads Var Fn+(y_1)p+fe = Gk
1,k= \,...,p (the model with periodic variance 
matrices). All the matrices Gu ...,Gp are supposed to be positive definite. In the both 
cases the model (1.2) is called the multiple periodic autoregression. 
Periodic models were introduced by Gladyshev [8]. Their theoretical properties 
were investigated by Jones and Brelsford [9], Pagano [11], Cleveland and Tiao [6] 
and by Tiao and Grupe [13]. Andel [3] and Andel et al. [4] proposed some methods" 
for a statistical analysis of the periodic autoregression. All the authors dealt only 
with one-dimensional models. In the present paper we give some methods for statistical 
analysis of the multiple periodic autoregressive model (1.2). We use the Bayesian 
approach and generalize the results of [4]. In the one-dimensional case it was possible 
to derive exact statistical tests. For r > 1 we are able to present only asymptotic 
formulas. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let Al9 ...,Am be square matrices. Denote Diag {Al9 ...,Am} the block-diagonal 
matrix with Al9 ..., Am on the diagonal. 
Theorem 2.1. Let Ql9...,Qp be n x n symmetric positive definite matrices. 
Assume p ^ 2 and put 
H = Diag {Qu ..., Qp_t} - (Qlt ..., _ , _ . . ) ' Q\QU . . . , 0P_X) , 
where Q = Q1 + . . . + Qp. Then H is a positive definite matrix. 
Proof. See [3], p. 366. Q 
The fact that a matrix A is positive definite will be denoted by A > 0. The symbol 
c will be used for any constant. Thus the same c in different formulas can represent 
different constants. 
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Theorem 2.2. Let V = (vtj), i = 1, . . . , r ; j = 1, ..., s, be a matrix with real 
elements. Denote by I the unit matrix and introduce the density 
tr,s,m(
v) = A1 + m~xVV'\-ml2 , m ^ rs + 1 . 
If m —> oo, thew 
/r,s,m(F)-(27r)-"'
2exp{-i£ I 4 ) • 
1 = 1 f = l 
Proof. See [1], p. 238. D 
Theorem 2.3. If random variables Vtj (i = I, ..., r; j = 1, ..., s) have lhe density 
tr,s,m{V)> then the random variable X = Tr VV has asymptotically (as m -» oo) 
the x2s distribution. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.2, that Vtj are asymptotically independent 
N(0, 1) variables. Then A = ]T ]TV.2 has asymptotically the /2X distribution. • 
Theorem 2.4. Let V^ (i = 1, .. . , r; j = 1, ..., s) have the density 
Tr>s>m(V) = c\l + VV'|--
/2 , m ^ rs + 1 . 
Assume that s = 2 and write V in a block form V = (A, B), where A and B have sx 
and s2 (sx + s2 = s) columns, respectively. Then the marginal density of the 
variables Vu for i = 1, ..., r; j = 1, ..., st is Tr?Sl?m_S2(A). 
Proof. We have 
Tr>s>m(V) = c\l + AA' + BB'\~
m'2 = 
= c\(l + AA')1/2 [ / + ( / + AA'Y112 BB'(I + AA')~1/2] ( / + AA')1/2|"m/2 = 
= c\l + AA'\~m/2 \I + ( / + AA')~1/2 BB'(I + AA')~1/2|"m/2 . 
The marginal density of the elements of A is given by the formula §Trsm(V) dB. After 
the substitution C = B'(I + AA')~1/2, the Jacobian of which is | / + AA'\S2/2 (see 
Andel [2], p. 60), we get that the desired marginal density is c\l + AAf\-(m~S2)/2. • 
Theorem 2.5. Let Q = {xlx, ..., xlr, x22,..., x2r, ..., xrr} be such a set in the 
r(r + l)j2~dimensional Euclidean space fff(r+i)/2j that the matrix 
X = (Xij), i = 1, ... , r ; j = 1, . . . , r , 
with Xy = Xyf for i > j is positive definite. Let D be an r x r positive definite 
matrix. Then for every integer m > r there exists such a positive constant crm 
that the function f defined by 
f(xtl,...,xrr) = cJlD^-M | K r ^
2 ) / 2 e x p { - i T r DX} 
for (xn , ...,xrr)eQ 
f(xn, ..., xrr) = 0 otherwise 
is a density. 
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Proof. See Cramer [7] § 29.5. D 
Let A = (ah) be an m x n matrix and B = (btj) an p x q matrix. The Kronecker 
product A ® B is an mp x nq matrix defined by 
A® B = (atjB). 
Theorem 2.6. (i) AXA2 ® B±B2 = (At ® Bt) (A2 ® B2). 
(ii) (A ® B)'1 = A'1 ® B1 whenever the inverses exist, 
(iii) (A ® B)' = A' ® B'. 
Proof. The assertions are well known and can be directly checked (see Rao [12], 
Chap. 1). D 
Let A be an m x n matrix. Denote by vec A the mrc-component vector obtained 
from A by stacking the columns of A9 one on top of the other, in order from left 
to right. We shall use following properties of the vec operation. 
Theorem 2.7. (i) vec ABC = (C ® A) vec B. 
(ii) Tr AB = (vec B')' vec A = (vec B)' vec A'. 
Proof. See Neudecker [10]. D 
From here (or from the definition directly) we easily get 
Tr A'A = (vec A)' vec A = Tr A A' . 
3. GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATION 
We shall assume that Xi9..., Xn are given random vectors which are independent 
of Fn+1, Yn+29.... Our statistical analysis is based on Xl9 . . . , !„ , ..., XN9 where N 
is large enough, since we shall deal with asymptotic distributions for N -> oo. The 
vectors Xt for t > n are generated by the model (1-2). 
Let Ul9 ..., Up be nr x r matrices defined by 
uk = (ukl,...,ukny 
and let 
u=(ui,...,u;y. 
The matrix U is of the type npr x r. Analogously we introduce the pr-dimensional 
vector 
For a given N, we put 
VN - n-kl . . 
<Xk = + 1, k=í,...,p.. 
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where [ ] is the integer part. If xu ...,xN is a given realization of our process, 
we denote 
x° = (*;_!, ...,.*;_„) for t = n + 1, ...,N. 
Further, for k = 1,.,., p and for j = 1, ..., ak put 
=0 
Xк — aк ZJ^ X n + fc + ( / - D p > Xfc ~ afc , L X n + fc + ( j - l ) p » 
7 = 1 1=1 
Л - r — - /í0 — r° — r° 
-^fc/ ~ л / . + fc + 0 ' - l ) p лfc » ^fcj ~ л n + fc + ( j - l ) p лfc » 
«k a k 
". = I -M«. c* = S <A-. ^ = E <A°;. 
J ' = l J ' = l J = l 
uk = s-
1^, U = (U;,..., U;) , R, = r4 - C'kskok, 
R = R, + ... + R P , vk = fik-xk + u'kx°k, v = ( v ; , . . . , v ; y , 
k = xk - ukxk, /. = (/.;,...,/.;)', 
Ofc = «*[! - «fc^'(s)c + a ; ^ 0 ^ ' ) " 1 x°k~] , q = q, + ... + qp. 
Let Var Y„+a_1)p+k = G:/
1. Then the conditional density of the vectors X„+1,... 
..., XN, given X1 = xu ..., X„ = xn and U, G1 ;..., Gp, /i, is 
(3.1) / ( x B + . , . . . , x w | *., . . ..x,,, U,G„...,Gp,^ = (27t)-^-">/
2 x 
P ak 
x | G 1 | ^
2 . . . | G P h '
2 e x p { - x X Z [ x „ + f c + ( , _ 1 ) p - ^ -
fc = 1 j = 1 
n n 
~ ZLJ UkiXn + k + (j-l)p-i\ ^ j rfcLX» + fc + 0 ' - l ) P ~~ ^fc ~ 2 J ^ f c i X n + fc + ( j - l ) p - / J | • 
i = l i = l 
Let us remark that in the case G1 = ... = Gp = G WQ have 
(3.2) I G ! ^ 2 . . . ! ^ ! ^ 2 - |G|("-")/2. 
First of all, it is necessary to simplify the formula (3A). 
Theorem 3.1. The conditional density f can be equivalently expressed by the 
formula 
f(xn+1, ...,xN\Xl, ...,x„, U, G 1 ; ..., Gp,fi) = (2n)-«
N-"V2 x 
x | G 1 | ° "
/ 2 . . . | G p | ^
2 e x p { - i t T r G , D , c } , 
fc=l 
where 
Dk - (uk - oky sk(uk ~ Ck) + w ; + Rk. 
Proof. We have 
n 
Zkj ~ Xn + k + (j-l)p ~ /*fc ~ 2_. ^fciX iJ + fc + ( j - l ) p - i " 
i=\ 
— Xn + k + (j-l)p ~ l*k ~ ^ f c X n + fc + 0 " l ) P ~ ^kj ~ Vk ~ Uk^kj ' 
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From here we get 
Z zkjGkZkj = T r Gk Z **I*í./ = 
1=1 j=i 
= Tr Gk(Tk - U'kCk -QUk+ U^U, + akvkvk) = Tr GkDk. D 
4. MODEL WITH EQUAL VARIANCE MATRICES 
In this Section we assume that Gt = ... = Gp = G. 
Theorem 4.1. Let the elements of U, G and p be random variables with a prior 
density which is proportional to |G |~ 1 / 2 if G is positive definite and zero otherwise. 
Let U, G and /i be independent of Xu . . . , Xn. If N > n + 1, then the posterior 
density of U, G and JI, given x = (jc'l5 . . . , x'N)
f, is 




Proof. The assertion follows from Theorem 3.1 and from (3.2) using the Bayes 
theorem. • 
Theorem 4.2. The marginal posterior densities of G, U and fi are given by the 
formulas 
(i) 9i{G\x) = c\G\^-n-p-npr-l)/2 oxp{-^Tr GR} 
for G > 0 and zero otherwise; 
(ii) g2(U\x) = c\R + t(Uk- ft)' Sk(Uk - ft)|-<"—>+'>/* ; 
(iii) 93(P | *) = c\R + t qk(nk - ft) (ft - fty|-(w—-P-+D/2 
fc=l 
Proof, (i) Density (4.1) is 
(4.2) o(v,G,p|jc) = c|G|(A,-"-l)/2exp{-iTrGR-
- i T r c t ( I 7 4 - ft)'5t(U*- ft)} x 
fc=l 
P 
x e x p { - i ^ a k ( f t - 5ck + Uffi)' G(/ik - xk + U'kx°h)} . 
k = \ 
The simultaneous posterior density of U and G is 
h1(U,G\x) = fg{U,G,ii\x)dii. 
Make the substitution 
y k - G
l>\iik-xk+ U&), fc= I , . . . , P . 
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The Jacobian is | G j - p / 2 and thus 
(4.3) ht(U, G | x) = c |G |
( N - " - " - 1 ) / 2 exp {-* Tr GR} x 
x e x p { - i T r t G 1 / 2 ( U t - Uk)'Sk(Uk - Uk) G
1/2} . 
k = l 
From here we get 
g1(G\x) = J/^U , G|x)dU. 
We substitute 
Mk= G
1/2(U, - Ut)', / c= \,...,P, 
with the Jacobian |G'|~n/?r/2 and this gives the formula for the posterior density of G 
introduced in the theorem. 
(ii) The density g2(U\ x) can be derived from (4.3) by help of Theorem 2.5. 
(iii) From (4.2) and from Theorem 2.5 we get that the simultaneous posterior 
density of U and n is 
h2(U, fi\x) = c\R + 1 [ « * ( A - *k + Ulxl) ( f c - xk + u&y + 
/c = i 
+ (uk-ukysk(uk-0k)\-^-"^'
2. 
For this part of the proof we denote 
Wk = Uk - Uk, vk = nk- xk+ Ukx° = pk- fik, 
(4.4) U* = Ck- ak(Sk + a.xtxl')-
1 x°kv'k, 
W* = ak(Sk + a^xt'Y
1 x°kv'k = Ck - U* . 
Then we have 
ak(,ik -xk+ UlxDifr -xk+ U'kx°)' +(Uk- uky Sk(Uk - Uk) = 
= ak(vk + Wlxl)(vk + Wixt)' + WkSkWk = 
= (W + K)' (Sk + xkx°kx°k') (Wk + W*) + qkvkv'k = 
= (Uk - U*)' (Sk + akx°kx°k')(Uk - U*) + qk(f,k - fik) (ft - fik)' 
and thus 




Now, we make the transformation 





12 =Qk, k=h..-,P, 
and then we use Theorem 2.4. This leads to the formula for g3(r
u | x)- t -
Obviously, g±(G \ x) is the density of the Wishart distribution Wr(N - n - p -
— r — npr, R~x). 
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We come to the main point of this Section, which is the problem of estimating 
parameters and testing statistical hypotheses. The modus of the posterior distribution 
can serve as a point estimator of the parameters. It is given in the next theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. The modus of the posterior distribution is U = U9 fi = fi and 
G=G = (N-n- 1)R~\ 
Proof. From (4.2) we obtain the posterior density of U, G and /* 
g4(U9G9v\x) = c\G\
(N-n-1)/2 exp{-iTr GR} x 
v 
I 
k = i 
e x p { - i T r G £ ( ř ! * - Úk)'Sk{Uk - Ůk) 
p 
- i £ «*(/•* - *k - Ukxk)f G(fik - xk - Ukx^)} . 
/ c = l 
It is clear that 
g4(U, G9fi\x)S Q^O, G, fi | x) = c\Gf-
n-l)'2 exp { -* Tr GR} 
for every G > 0. The function g4(U, G, fi | x) reaches its maximum for G = G, 
which can be proved by the same method as Theorem 12 in [1], p. 241. • 
Theorem 4.5. The posterior distribution of the random variable 
Xu = {N-n-p + r)TrR-
1fj{Uk- Uk)' Sk{Uk - Uk) 
k=l 
is asymptotically the Xn2r2-






Pk = {N-n-p + r)
1'2 R~^\Uk - Uk)' Si'
2 , k=i,...,p, 
P = (PU...,P„). 
The Jacobian of this transformation is a constant, and since 
p,p[ + ... + pnpn = pp', 
we get the posterior density of P in the form 
h3(P | x) = c\l + (N - n - p + r)-
1 pp>\-^-«-p+r)l2 . 
Theorem 2.3 implies that the asymptotic distribution of Tr PPf is the xl2r2- However, 
IrPP' = Ir^P.Pi = Tr£(JV - n - p + ^R'1'2^ - Uk)' x 
x Sk{Uk - ЩR-
1'2 = (N - n - p + r) TrR11 (Uk - Ûk)' Sk{Uk - Щ . D 
/ І = I 
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Theorem 4.6. The posterior distribution of the random variable 
p 
K = (N ~n~-npr + r) £ qk(pk - flk)' R~\fik - ftk) 
k = i 
is asymptotically the %2r. 
Proof. Let m = N — n ~ npr + r. The density g5(/i | x) is 
g5((i \x) = c\l+t qkR-





1/2R-1/2(lik~(ik), fc=l,...,p, T=(tl9...,tp). 
Then the posterior density of J is 
K(T\x) = c\l+ m-'Yt^-"112 = c\l+ m~1TT'\~ml2 . 
k = i 
From Theorem 2.3 we have that Tr TT' has asymptotically the x2pr distribution. 
Further we obtain 
V 
I 
k = i 
Tr TT' = Tr TT = £ t'ktk = m £ «,(/** - A) ' * "
 x(ft - A) • • 
Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 can be used for testing that U and /i have given values (e.g. 
as tests of quality of a simulation, because in such a case U and ft are known). If 
XJJ or 2/f exceed critical values of the corresponding %
2 distributions, we reject the 
hypotheses that f /o r / i are the true values. However, it is more important to know 
if Uk and nk really depend on fc. If not, we can come back to the classical autoregressive 
process. Procedure for the decision whether the data should be described by the 
classical or by the periodic model, are based on the two following theorems. 
Theorem 4.7. Denote 
H = Diag {ql9 ..., qp_t} - q~\qu ..., qp-t)' (ql9 ..., qp-t) , 
dk = Uk -flp- (k -fiP) for k = 1 , . . . , p - 1 , Ap = fip - fip , 
A = (Al9 . . . , z i p _ 1 ) . 
Then the posterior distribution of the random variable 
^ = (N - n - npr + r - 1) T r / T ^ H A ' 
is asymptotically the X(P-i)r-
Proof . The matrix fl is positive definite according to Theorem 2.1. Put m = 
= N — n — npr + r. From Theorem 4.3 (iii) after the transformation (pl9 ..., np) -> 
-> (A1? ..., Ap) we get the posterior density of A* = (A1? ..., Ap) in the form 
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p - 1 
Н5{А* | х) = с\К + ЧрАрА'р + X Чк{Ак + Ар)(Лк + Ар)'\~
т'2 
p-1 P-Ì 
= с\к + Ч{АР + ч~* _ чклк)(лр + ^~
1?^ ^кАку + 




к=1 к=1 ]=1 
Put 
Sk = R-
1<2Ak, k=l,...,p, S* = (d1,...,8p), ( - ( J , * , - i ) -
The posterior density of 8* is 
h6{8* | x) = c\l + q{Sp + q-
iPJ:qk5k)(dp + < r
l _ «A)' + M|- m / 2 , 
fc = 1 fc = 1 
where 
M - - ' l „ * A - q-^q/jY.qA = 8H5' . 
k=l j= 1 fc = 1 
The density 
hn(d | x) = lh6(5* | x) d£p 
can be calculated using the substitution 
_ p~i 
w = sp + g
_1XgA-
fc=i 
We get similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2.4 
h7(3 | x) = c J|7 + qww' + M |
_ m / 2 dw> = 
= c|Z + M|- m / 2 J|Z + (7 + M ) - 1 / 2 ^ ' ( / + M ) - 1 / 2 | - m / 2 dw . 
After the substitution t> = (/ + M ) " 1 / 2 w% the Jacobian of which is \l + Mj 1 / 2 , 
we get 
h7(5 | x) = c\l + M|-
m / 2 + 1 / 2 J|7 + vv'\~m/2 dv = c\l + M|- ( m ~ 1 ) / 2 = 
| (m-l )/2 
= c 
(m - 1)1/2 č # 1 / 2 # 1 2 ð'(m - 1)1/2 
m — 1 
From Theorem 2.2 we get that the random variable (m — 1) Tr 3H8' has asymptotic-
ally the xfP-i)r distribution. Because 
(m - l)Tr8HS' = (m - 1) Tr R1/2AHAR112 = (m - 1) Tr R^AHA' , 
the assertion is proved. • 
Theorem 4.7 can be used for testing the hypothesis that jit = ... = fip. We put 
Ak = fiP — fik
 a n d ^ nn exceeds the critical value %2p_ i)r(
a)? we reject the hypothesis 
on a level which is asymptotically equal to a. 
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Theorem 4.8. Put 
s=st + ... +sp ) 
/ = D i a g { s 1 , . . . , s p _ 1 } - ( s 1 , . . . , s p _ 1 ) ' s -
1 ( s „ - - - , s P - 1 ) . 
rk=Uk- Up-(Ok- U„) for k = 1, . . . , p - 1 , 
rp= up- up, r = (r'.,...,/;_,). 
Then the posterior distribution of the random variable 
Ku = (N-n-p + r - n^JrR'^jr 
is asymptotically the Xn(P-i)r
2-
P r o o f is analogous to that of the previous theorem. From Theorem 2.1 we know 
that / is positive definite. Put 
r* = (ri,...,r;), m = N-n-P + r. 
The posterior density of U is given in Theorem 4.2 (Hi). It follows from here that T* 
has the posterior density 
h8(r* | x) = C\R + rpsprp + £ (rk - rpy sk(rk - rp)|-
m/2 = 
fc=l 
= e\R + (r„ - r ' l ^ y s ( r p - s-^V*) + 
k = 1 k = 1 
+ Zrkskrk - (Zskrkys-\^skrk)\-"
2. 
k=i fc = l k = l 
Put 
yk = rkR
12, y* = (y i , . . . , ? ; ) , T = (yi y ; - i ) . 
Then the posterior density of y* is 




M =Zy'kSkyk - (j:skyk)' S-\^Sk7k) = y /y ' . 
fc=l fc=l fc=l 
The posterior density of y can be calculated from 
Mr I *) = .My* Ix) dyP • 
After the substitution 
H' = y / ,-s-
1"ls ,y f c 
k=l 
we have 
ltio(y | x) =- c J|7 + H>sn>' + Af _ m / 2 | dn> = 
= c | / + M | - m / 2 j" | / + ( / + M)~i/2 wSl/2Sil2w'(I + M ) - , / 2 | - m / 2 dw . 
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The next substitution is v = ( / + M)~~1'2 wS1/2 and it has the Jacobian \S\~r/2 x 
x 1/ + M\nrl2. Thus 
= c 
h10(y\x) = c\l + M\-
(m-"r)'2 = 
/ + (
m ~ nryl2yHi,2H1/2y'(m - nr)1 12 / V"* f " j 
m — nr 
-(m-nr)/2 
Using Theorem 2.3 we come to the conclusion that the posterior distribution of 
Tr(m - nr) yjy' is asymptotically the xt^-w Since 
Tr (m - nr) yjy' = (m - nr) Tr R1/2rjrR-1/2 = 
= (m - n^TrR-^jr, 
the proof is finished. Q 
A test of the hypothesis J7t == . . . = [/_ can be based on Theorem 4.8. Under 
the hypothesis we have Fk = Up — Uk. l^nv ^ x«(P-i)r2(oc), we reject the hypothesis. 
5. MODEL WITH PERIODIC VARIANCE MATRICES 
This case is described in Theorem 3.1. Some proofs are analogous to those given' 
in Section 4, and so we shall sketch them only. On the other side, the model with 
periodic variance matrices leads also to new mathematical problems, which will be 
analyzed in detail. 
Theorem 5.1. Let the prior density of G, U and n be proportional to |<?i|~1/2 . . . 
. . . |G>|~1/2 for positive definite matrices Gh independently of Xl9 ...,Xn and let 
the prior density be zero otherwise. Then the posterior density of U, G and \i is 
for positive definite matrices Gk given by the formula 
g(U,G,fl\x) = cU \Gk\^~ W
2 exp { - i Tr GkDk) , 
k=l 
where the matrices Dk are introduced in Theorem 3.1. 
Proof follows immediately from the Bayes theorem and from Theorem 3.1. • 
Theorem 5.2. The marginal posterior densities of G, U and fi are given by the 
formulas 
(i) 9l(G \x) = cU \Gk\^-
2-»'»2 exp { - i Tr GkRk) 
k=l 
for positive definite Gx,..., Gp and zero otherwise; 
0 0 g2(U\x) = eU\Rk + (Uk- Uk)' Sk(Uk - Uk)\^
+r~^2 ; 
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(ni) Í-SÍH \x) = cU\Rk + qk(nk - fik) (nk - ^)'|-i«*+'-»-)/- . 
P 
D 
j t = i 
Proof, (i) Since 
(5.1) g(U, <?, /i | x) = c n |Gfc|
(a*-1)/2 exp { - i Tr G/cKfe -
k = i 
- i Tr <?»("/» - U*)' sfc( £". - Ufc) - K ( f t - " t + Ulx
0
k)' Gk(nk - xk + U'X)}, 
the density 
hi(U,G\x) = \g(U,G,fi\x)dti 
can be calculated using the substitution 
yk = Gk
l2(fik -xk+ uX), k = \,...,v. 
The Jacobian is |<71|~
1/2 . . . |GP |~
1 /2 , and thus 
(5.2) ҺX(U, G | x) = e П | Gfc|<*«-




x exp { - i Tr Gk(Uk - Uk)' Sk(Uk - Uk)} . 
Obviously, fli(G | x) = Jhi(U, G | x) dU. We come to the result putting 
Mk = Gl'\Uk- Uk)', k=l,...,p, 
V 
the Jacobian of which is n |G fc |"
, , r /2. 
fc=i 
(ii) The density g2(U | x) follows from (5.2) and from Theorem 2.5. 
(iii) The density h2(U9 fi \ x) = jg(U, G, p\x) dG can be calculated from (5.1) 
using Theorem 2.5. The result is 
h2(u,p\x) = ch\Rk + (uk- uky sk(uk- uk) + 
k=l 
+ ak(nk -xk+ U'kxl)(nk - xk + U;x°)'|-^
+r>'2 = 




where U* are defined in (4.4). Put 
Qk = (Uk- U*)' (Sk + akx°kx°ky
12 , k=\,...,p. 
The corresponding Jacobian is 
n|s f c + a,x°x°'|
1/2. 
t = i 
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If we denote briefly Q = (Qu ,.., Qp)', then the posterior density of Q and /. is 
h3(Q, n\x) = ch\Rk+ QkQk + qk(h - k) (A - / . t ) ' | -
( a k + r ) / 2 • 
fc=l 
We use Theorem 2.4 for calculating g3 (A* | x) and the proof is finished. • 
Theorem 5.3. The modus of the posterior distribution is U = C, /i = ft and 
<?* = G f e - K - 2 - rcr)*"
1. 
Proof is the same at that of Theorem 4.4. • 
Theorem 5.4. Random variables 
h* = K + r - i) Tr«r;l(Ut - U,)' W - 3D 
for k = 1, . . . ,P are independent and each of them has asymptotically the Xn2r2 
distribution. The variable 
K = K,x + ••• + K,P 
has asymptotically the xln2r2 distribution. 
Proof is the same as that of Theorem 4.5. • 
Theorem 5.5. Random variables 
KM = (a« + r ~ nr) f̂cl̂ fc ~ &)' Rkl(Pk - Ac) 
fork = 1,. . . , p are independent and each of them has asymptotically the x2pr distribu-
tion. The variable 
K = KA + ••• + K,P 
has asymptotically the %22r distribution. 
Proof is the same as that of Theorem 4.6. • 
Theorem 5.6. If Ux = . . . = Up, then the asymptotic posterior distribution 
of the variable 
4 = E(«* + r - 1) T r a - n A - ^p)' s*(#* - #,) + 





p - \ 
та 
fc=l 
x { ! ( « * + r - 1) vec [ Ä ; ^ ^ - Up)' sfc]} 
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It is clear that Uu ..., Up are conditionally, given x, independent. Introduce the 
random matrices 
Vk = (ak + r - iy*R^>\Uk - 0k)' S
1'2 , k = 1, ...,p. 
Denote 
t>t = vec Vk, Ak = (ak + r - l )
1 ' 2 ( 5 1 / 2 ® Rk
 1 / 2 ) , 
uk = vec U, , Hk = vec ^ , Fk = A^A*, F = T! + ... + Fp , 
/ = D i a g { F 1 , . . . , F p _ 1 } - ( F 1 , . . . , F p _ i y F -
1 ( F 1 , . . . , F p _ 1 ) . 
Using Theorem 2.7 we have vk — Ajuk — uk). According to Theorem 2.2, vk has 
asymptotically N(0,1) distribution. Then uk — uk has asymptotically N{0,Fk
x) 
distribution. The density of the asymptotic prosterior distribution of the vector 
u = (u'l9 ...,wpy is 
p 
C e X P { - i £ (»fc ~ Kfc)' ^fc(W/c - » * ) } • 
fc=l 
L e t 
Afc = («fc - Wp) - (Wfc - Up) , k = 1 , . . . , p - 1 , Ap = Up - Mp , 
A* = (A ; , . . . ,A ;y, A = ( A ; , . . . , A ; _ 0 ' . 
The asymptotic posterior distribution of A* has the density 
h6(A* I x) = c exp { - K - d ^ d , +
P _ : U + dp)' *.*(-*.. + dp)]} = 
fc=l 
= cexp {-![(_.„ - F-'^F^)' F(AP - F
1 "^FkAk) + 
fc = 1 fc = 1 
+*YJA'kFkAk - (J:FkAk)'F-\J:FkAk)]} . 
fc=l fc = 1 fc=l 
From here we obtain the marginal asymptotic posterior density 
hn(A \x) = c exp { - i f*2 A'kFkAk - (^F.A,)' F "
1 ^ FkAk)]} = 
fc = 1 fc = 1 fc = 1 
= cexp{--_-A 'JA} • 
Then the variable 
Xy = A'JA 
has the asymptotic posterior distribution ^ ( p _ 1 ) r 2 . If Ul = .. . = Up, then Afc = 
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= "P ~ "fc for k = 1, ...5 p — 1. In this case 
4 =PE («, - *„)' rfc(«, - «P) - ["l rfc(«fc - «„)]' F - ' t ' f f ^ - «p)] . 
fc = 1 fc=l fc = 1 
In the next formulas we use Theorem 2.7. Since 
Afc(«fc - up) = (afc + r - l )
1 ' 2 [ ( s 1 / 2 ® Rk-
1'2) (vec tj'k - vec U'p)] = 
= (afc + r - 1)
1/2 vecR-^(Uk - C,)' s
1/2 , 
we have 
("* - «P)' FJA ~ AP) = 
= (afc + r - l)Trfl; /
1 / 2(t/ f c - t),)> s
1/2s1/2(t!fc - Up)tf;/
1/2 = 
= (afc + r - 1) T r t f ; /
1 ^ - Up)' sfc(Ufc - Up) . 
Further we get 
EfcV«fc - up) = (a, + r - 1) (s
1 / 2 ® * - 1 / 2 ) (s 1 / 2 ® * ; / 1 / 2 ) vec (Ok - 0 , ) ' = 
= (afc + r - 1) (sfc ® R ;
1 ) vec (Ufc - Up)' = 
= ( a t + r - l ) vec [*;:'( ft" Up)'Sk] 
and 
F = £ r f c = tA'kAk = Z(afc + r - 1) (s^
2 ® R^'2) (s1/2 ® R;1'2) = 
fc = 1 fc = 1 fc = 1 
= £(afc + r - l){Sk®Rk
l). D 
fc=l 
Theorem 5.6 can be used for testing the hypothesis Ut = .. . = Ur If 
^u == Z«(p-i)r-(a)5
 w e r e J e c t t u e hypothesis. 
It remains to solve the problem how to test if the process is generated by a model 
with periodic variance matrices or by a model with constant variance matrices. 
From Theorem 5.2 (i) we can see that, given x, the random matrices Gu ..., Gp 
are independent and the density of Gk is 
c|Uft|0*-»r+r-o/2 \Gk\
(ak-nr-2)/2 exp {-±TrRkGk} . 
This means that 
Gk~ Wr[ak-(n- l)r- UR,
1], k= 1, . . . ,P , 
where W/m, V) is a Wishart distribution with the density 
c\V\-™/2 | x | ( m - , - n / 2 e x p |__i T r V'X} 
for r x r positive definite matrices X. 
Let us remark that if Xl9 ..., XN is a sample from Nr([i, V), then 
A = £ (X, - x)(z ; - x)' - w/jv - 1, v) 
i= 1 
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(see Rao [12], Chap. 8b(IV)). If there are p independent samples such that kth 
sample is from Nr(/ik, Vk) and its size is Nk, we can calculate matrices Al9 ...,Ap and 
Ak ~ Wr(Nk — 1, Vk). Anderson [5] describes a procedure based on Au...,Ap 
for testing the hypothesis Vt = ... = Vp. The same procedure can be used also 
in our case to test Gx = ... = Gp. Denote 
nk = ak — nr — 1 , n0 = nx + ... + np = N — n — p[nr — 1), 
Vx = |i?|-"
o / 2 H |jRk|




\ nk n0J 6(r + 1) (p - 1) 
V{r + l)[(r - l)(r + 2 ) ( E ^ 2 - ~ ) - 6(p - 1)(1 - «
a ) ] . Ш 9 = 
48 e
2 
For a given z put 
G(-) = P{x̂  ^ ^} + »2[P{^+ 4 g z} - P{^ ^ z}] • 
Then 
P{-OlnW! ^ z } = Q(z)+ 0(n~3). 
If G( — Q 111 V̂i) ^ 1 — a, we reject the hypothesis G1! = ... = Gp on a level which 
is approximately equal to a. 
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Souh rn 
O MNOHOROZMĚRNÉ PERIODICKÉ AUTOREGRESI 
JIŔÍ ANDĚL 
Model periodické autoregrese je v tomto článku zobecn n na mnohorozm rný prípad. Auto-
regresní matice jsou periodickými funkcemi času. Strední hodnota procesu může být nenulovou 
periodickou posloupností vektorû. Odhady parametrů a testy statistických hypotéz jsou založeny 
na bayesovském prístupu. Jsou vyšetrovány dv hlavní varianty modelu. Jedna se týká případu, 
kdy inovační proces má konstantní variančni matice, druhá pripoušti možnost periodickýcп 
variančních matic. 
P e з ю м e 
O MHOГOMEPHOЙ ПEPИOДИЧECKOЙ ABTOPEFPECCИИ 
JIŘÍ ANDЙL 
B cтaтьe дaeтcя oбoбщeниe мoдeли пepиoдичecкoй aвтopeгpeccии нa мнoгoмepный cлyчaй. 
Maтpицы aвтopeгpeccии являютcя пepиoдичecкими фyнкциями вpeмeни. Cpeднee знaчeниe 
пpoцecca выpaжaeтcя в видe пepиoдичecкoй пocлeдoвaтeльнocти вeктopoв. Oцeнки пapaмeтpoв 
и пpoвepки гипoтeз ocнoвaны нa пpинципe Бaeca. Изyчaютcя мoдeли c пocтoянными и«c пe-
pиoдичecкими кoвapиaциoнными мaтpицaми бeлoгo шyмa. 
Authoťs address: Prof. RNDr. Jiri Andel, DrSc, matеmaticko-fyzikální fakulta Univеrzity 
Karlovy, Sokolovská 83, 186 00 Praha 8. 
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